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IT@School GNU/Linux OS up-gradation for HSS

Contents of the DVD

This DVD named HSS_OS_Updates contains two folders:

1.  'HSS_OS_Updates'  which  contains software for upgrading  IT@School OS

2.  'Science Resources'. This contains installers for PhET ( open educational resources created by
University of Colorado) and 'hssresources' (Educational resources for Higher Secondary Science
students, created by IT@School with the help of Physics Department of Madappally Govt. College)

Supported Operating Systems

Using this DVD you can upgrade IT@School OS (Ubuntu) versions 10.04, 11.04, 12.04 and 14.04.

Up-grading the OS
 

1. Insert the DVD in to the drive and open the folder  HSS_OS_Updates
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2. Double click the file named install.sh and select the option Run in Terminal.

(If the above 'Run in Terminal' box does not appear in your OS, Please refer the Troubleshooting
section of this document- Page 8)

3. Now the install files for your OS will be copied to your Home Directory. A message showing
this process is displayed in the terminal.

4. After copying, a box will appear asking your password. Give administrative password of your
system and press OK in the dialogue box.

5. Wait until you get Installation finished message.
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6. Restart the computer.

Using Pen drive or External Hard disk

If  the  DVD  drive  of  a  system  is  not  working,  use  another  system  to  copy  the  the  folder
HSS_OS_Updates in to a pen drive or external hard disk. Then copy this folder to the computer
where OS is to be up-graded. 

1. Set execute permission to the file install.sh as explained below

• Right click the file named install.sh and select the option Properties.

• Then select the tab Permissions check the option Allow executing file as program.

2. Close this window.

3. Double click the file install.sh and click Run in Terminal (and follow the steps 3 to 6 
explained in page 2)
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If you know the version and architecture of the OS to up-grade, no need to copy the entire folder
HSS_OS_Updates in to the pen drive. Instead, copy only the appropriate folder for your OS from
the DVD to the pen drive. 

e.g. for IT@School Ubuntu 10.04 copy updates_for_10.04-32bit folder.

Then follow the steps,

1. Copy the folder (eg. updates_for_10.04-32bit) from the pen drive to the computer .

Now the folder  updates_for_10.04-32bit in your computer will look like this.

2. Set execute permission to the file update.sh (as explained in page 3)

3. Double click the file update.sh and select the option Run in Terminal  (and follow the steps 
4 to 6 explained in page 2)
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Details of Updates and new software included in the DVD

All versions will have the following changes

1. LibreOffice will be upgraded to version 4 (in Ubuntu 10.04, LibreOffice version 4.0 will be
installed and in all other Ubuntu versions LibreOffice will become version 4.2)

2. Geany IDE will be installed with all plugins.

3. LAMP (The 'Linux Apache MySQL PHP' software bundle) will be installed with GUI tools
and scripts. LAMPP is installed as XAMPP-Linux version 5.5.24

4. Eclipse IDE for PHP development will be installed.

5. MySQL Query Browser (An easy to use MySQL query tool) will be installed.

After installing the updates you can see the following new items in Programming menu.

• Eclipse for PHP 

• MySQL (MySQL shell)

• MySQL Query Browser

• XAMPP Control Panel (GUI Tool to administer XAMPP)

• XAMPP phpMyAdmin (A web browser GUI Tool for MySQL administration)
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After installation, a folder named lampp_files can be seen in your HOME directory. 

It  contains help files for MySQL and XAMPP and a script named  lampp-backup.sh.  With this
script you can create a back of your lampp directory (which contains the web site and databases you
created). This backup can be installed in other computers very easily. (See the  MySQL_help.pdf
file in this folder for more details.)

Other Changes and Updates.

1.  Firefox will be upgraded to version 38 in 12.04 and 14.04 versions of the OS.

   In 10.04 version of OS Firefox is upgraded to version 20.

• You can see a folder named  firefox-upgrade in your HOME in Ubuntu 10.04 and 11.04
versions.

• Using the script upgrade-firefox.sh given in this folder, a higher version (36) of Firefox can
be installed.

• If you experience anything wrong with this version of Firefox, you can down-grade Firefox
to the older version using the script downgrade-firefox.sh
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2.  Updated Malayalam fonts will be installed

3.  Jitsi (an open source video chatting software) is included. This can be opened from the Internet 
menu.

4.  Theeram English - Malayalam (Offline version of Olam dictionary created by E. Nandakumar) 
dictionary is included. This can be seen in the Accessories menu. This dictionary can be used as both
English-Malayalam and Malayalm-English.

5.  reset_desktop-settings.sh: You can see this script in your HOME. Running this script will reset 
all the panel and desktop settings to the default state.

Troubleshooting

1.  When I double click the file install.sh, I don't get the 'Run in Terminal' dialogue box. Instead, the 
file opens in text editor.

Solution: First check the executable permission of the file.  For this

• Right click the file and select the option Properties.

• Then select the tab Permissions check the option Allow executing file as program.

If the file has execute permission and it opens in text editor on double click, then check properties of
file the manager (Nautilus). For this 

Open a folder (Any folder)
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Edit → Preferences (in Ubuntu 10.04, 11.04, 12.04 and 14.04-unity)

Select the tab Behavior and select the radio button Ask each time under Executable Text Files

In  Ubuntu  14.04-GNOME,  Edit  menu  is  not  available.  Then,  click  the  top  right  icon  
(Location options) → Preferences (see the picture below) and select  Behavior tab

Close the window. 

Now, you will get 'Run in Terminal' box when you double click the file 


